INTRODUCTION
For any binary relation R on a set A one may define a graph G(R) by taking A as the vertex set of G(R) and joining two vertices x, y if and only if (x R y) v (y R x). G(R) is undirected, but may have loops. A wellknown type of problem is the characterization of the graphs associated in this manner with a specific kind of relation. For example, the graphs of strict (= irreflexive) partial orders (PO-graphs) have been characterized by Ghoui1a-Houri [1, 2] and Gilmore-Hoffman [3] , while characterizations of the graphs of semi-orders (SO-graphs) and indifference systems (I-graphs) were given by Roberts [5] . All these characterizations are of the Kuratowski-type, i.e., they are given in terms of certain sub graphs the graphs under consideration must 1 not contain.
Given a PO-graph G, Gilmore and Hoffman also provide an algorithm for obtaining a partial order R for which G(R) = G. In Section II, we somewhat simplify this algorithm.
If R is symmetric, then G(R) completely determines R. But if R is
not symmetric, then not only do we have G(R) = G(R) , but there may be other relations R' with G(R') = G(R). We shall call a graph G uniquely partially orderable (UPO) or uniquely serni-orderable (USO) if G is a PO-graph or Sograph, and if Rand R' are two relations such that G = G(R) = G(R'), then R' u R or R' = R. In Section II, we will investigate in which way directions may be forced by already existing orientations. Section III shall be IThese three types of graphs are special cases of the class of perfect graphs, which, too, have been successfully characterized in the sense of Kuratowski [6] .
2~stands for the inverse relation of R. devoted to semi-orders and related structures, and we give a characterization of USO-graphs there. In Section IV, we discuss partial orders and present a sufficient condition for PO-graphs to be uniquely partially orderable.
NOTATION:
1. Let G be a graph, then V(G) denotes its vertex set, E(G) its edgeset.
2.
Let S c V(G), then~shall denote the full subgraph or subgraph induced by S, i.e., the sub graph which contains all edges of G between any two points of S. An isolated point will be called trivial component.
In this paper, a graph is assumed to be finite undirected without loops or multiple edges, all sets considered are finite.
II. STRONG AND TRANSITIVE FORCINGS
Let us begin by giving the Gilmore-Hoffman characterization of PO-graphs. It is to be noted, however, that some or all of these partial orders may be isomorphic. Using Theorem 1, we now obtain the following simplification of the Gilmore-
Let G be a PO-graph. We may find a partial ordering R such that G(R) = G by the following inductive procedure, based on the number of orientation blocks of G.
(1) Choose an arbitrary edge (aI' b l ) of G and let E l be the set of all edges in G which can be reached by a strong path from (aI' b l )· Orient (aI' b l ) and give the other edges of E l the direction forced by the initial orientation of (a l , b l ). Proceed to (2).
].
is empty, stop. If it is not empty, let (a , b ) n n be an arbitrary edge in this set and define E n as the set of all edges of G on a strong path from (a , b ).
n n a direction and assign to the other edges of E n the direction forced by the orientation of (a , b)< Proceed to (2)0 n n THEOREM 2. A graph G with at most one non-trivial component and no triangles is a UPO-graph iff it is a PO-graph.
Proof: Every two edges are on a path, and every path is a strong path.
III. USa-GRAPHS
Definition~~: The binary relation P is called a semi-order on A iff for all x, y, Z, W E A (a)
(x P Y 1\ Z P w) =-(x P w v Z P y), (c) (x PyA Y P z) ===;. (x P w v w P z).
A semi-order clearly is asymmetric and transitive, hence a (strict) partial order. Furthermore, it readily follows from (b) that a SO-graph has at most one non-trivial component.
As it is our object to determine the structure of USa-graphs and UPO-graphs,
we note first that a graph G of either type can have at most one non-trivial component. Next, we are going to prove a theorem about the complement G C which also applies to both classes of graphs. a partial ordering or semi-ordering of G).
We orient these edges as follows: every point of A. , J i +j.
Every point of A. Finally, we remark that proof is complete.
K m,n clearly is both a UPo-and a USa-graph, and the THEOREM 4. A SO-graph is a USa-graph if and only if it is either isomorphic to K m,n for some m and n or if its complement is connected.
In order to prove Theorem 4, we need the definition of an indifference system and two theorems due to Roberts, which we will state below as Lemmas 2 and 3. We note that I is clearly symmetric and hence its graph G(I) completely defines I.
LEMMA~lil. G is a SO-graph iff G C defines an indifference system I.
Moreover, if P is a semi-order whose graph is G, then there exists a defining function f for I such that a P b~f(a) < feb).
LEMMA llil. Let I be an indifference system on a set A, and let G(I) be connected. Define a, b E A to be equivalent if (1) = m,n U let P, P' be two semi-orders with G = G(P) = G(P') and P' + P, P' + P.
Then there exist a, b, c, d such that a P b, a P' b, c P d, d P' c and hence, by Lemma 2, two defining functions f, f' for the indifference system
As clearly neither a and b nor c and d are equivalent, we obtain a contradiction to Lemma 3. Hence G is a USa-graph.
IV. UPO-GRAPHS
We begin this section by quoting a theorem due to Marley. It is worth noting that the following theorem can also be derived by a direct approach involving a case by case investigation of certain subgraphs.
Since that method is rather lengthy and does not throw light on related concepts, we have adopted the present development 0 THEOREM 5. Let G be a connected PO-graph whose complement is connected and does not contain a then G is uniquely partially orderab1e. force (a, b), and we have arrived at a contradiction.
We conclude with an example of a UPO-graph which is covered by the corollary, but not by the main theorem. fig. 3 
